MOONEY AIRCRAFT, INC.

SERVICE LETTER 20-11

DATE: 6-5-56

SUBJECT: Kit-Flexible Oil Lines

MODELS AFFECTED: M-20 Serial Nos. 1002 - 1023

TIME OF COMPLIANCE: Immediately

PARTS LIST: S.F. 111-312-312-8-15 (1)
            S.F. 111-312-312-17 1/2 (1)

There have been several instances of serious oil loss through cracks occurring in the aluminum oil lines located between the engine baffles and the rear of the engine case. The enclosed parts are provided at material cost. It is requested that this letter be complied with immediately, and the enclosed postcard be returned for our records.

Instructions:

(1) Remove both side cowls and left hand spark plug access panel on top of engine baffle.

(2) Detach aluminum lines and install flexible lines using identical routing. CAUTION - Hold rear baffle bulkhead fittings by nut on short end to prevent their turning and causing damage to aluminum lines inside the engine baffles.